Buffalo Trail Ultra™
Buffalo Trail Ultra is a 5-reel, 3-row video slot with 25 fixed paylines. The objective is to
land as many identical symbols as possible along the payline. Winning combinations start
on the first reel on the left and run along a payline to the last reel on the right. Wins on
different paylines are added. Only the highest winning combination of one symbol is paid
out.

Cash Mesh
Landing 5 or more COIN symbols on any spin triggers the CASH MESH feature. Number
of CASH MESH spins are according to the number of COIN symbols which triggered the
CASH MESH feature. Each COIN symbol has a predefined value or a JACKPOT/BONUS
label. On each CASH MESH spin, any position containing a COIN symbol is held and all
other positions spin individually. CASH MESH spins keep awarding until either bonus
spins finished or all positions filled.

Extra Bonus
If CASH MESH spins are finished and all positions on reels are not filled then CASH
MESH BONUS SPIN will be awarded. CASH MESH BONUS SPIN may only be awarded
once per feature. Number of CASH MESH BONUS SPINS will be randomly awarded out
of 1, 2 or 3.

Full House
Landing 15 COIN symbols during CASH MESH is awarded with an additional FULL
HOUSE multiplier ×2 to total values of COIN symbols. The final winning is the value of all
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symbols added. FULL HOUSE multiplier is applied only on the reels winnings (excluding
JACKPOT/BONUS wins).

Jackpot
Landing COIN symbol with JACKPOT or BONUS label on reels only during CASH MESH
awards player with an extra win. Offered prizes are shown on respective banners and
may vary on each spin. JACKPOT or BONUS wins are available on every bet stake. Win
value for MINI BONUS is fixed for 10× bet stake and for MINOR BONUS is fixed for 20×
bet stake. MAJOR and GRAND JACKPOT values grow progressively after each spin.
Each player on casino's server participates in JACKPOT's value growth. The minimum
value for MAJOR JACKPOT is {0}, and for the GRAND JACKPOT it is {1}. Once GRAND
or MAJOR JACKPOT is won on casino's server, its value is set to nominal value.
JACKPOT's and BONUS' current values are shown on labels above gameplay. All
JACKPOT and BONUS symbols can appear simultaneously on reels.

Wild
WILD symbols appear on middle three reels only. WILD substitutes for all other symbols
except for the COIN symbol. Only one WILD symbol can land on each reel.
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